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AMONG the many, still so prevalent misapprehensions of

the doctrine and sentiments of Catholics, few perhaps, if any,

are more general than that which exists, with respect to a

supposed tenet of theirs, commonly spoken of under the name

of the Doctrine of Exclusive Salvation. Founding on certain

expressions, in the creed of Pope Pius, &c. (very little, how-

ever, if at all, stronger than what are to be found in the Articles

and Homilies of the Church of England, and the Confession

of Faith of the Church of Scotland, to say nothing of those

of foreign Protestants) most persons in this country, without

enquiring how Catholics themselves understand such expres-

sions, forthwith charge them with want of charity ; imagining

it to be an article of the Catholic Faith, that all those who do

not profess themselves Catholics, are out of the Church of

Christ, and in -the way of damnation. This, however, is a



great mistake
;
nor would it, indeed, be easy to point out, in

what the genuine doctrine of Catholics, on this point, differs,

as. to the general principle, from what other Christians must

equally admit.

Can any real Christian maintain, that truth and falsehood

are indifferent to the God of Truth ? that what he has re-

vealed to man, is not, by man, to be believed ? or that Christ

our/"Lord, when sending his Apostles to teach all nations,

with the awful denunciation, that he icho beliereth not shall

be condemned, meant, at the same time, to leave it, as a

matter of indifference, optional to those, to whom his doctrine

should be duly proposed, to receive or reject it at pleasure t

Can it be imagined, that it is not affronting (if such an ex-

pression may be used) the Divine Author of Revelation,

wilfully to disbelieve, or neglectfully to disregard, what he

has delivered for our instruction; not minding or caring,

whether whatever belief one may have taken up, be really

that which he has revealed, or contrary to it ? Who indeed can

deny, thut such conduct would, even between man and man,

be most affronting and impertinent, to a Parent especially, a

Teacher, or any one to whom respect is due ? and how then

can it be otherwise than highly disrespectful, and consequently

criminal, towards the Almighty?

Thus far surely all Christians must agree ;
nor has there,

therefore, been occasion, in stating these general principles of

religion and common sense, even to advert, in the most dis-

tant manner, to any particular doctrines of Catholics or others,

as such, or as differing from each other. All parties, too,

while each maintain their own tenets to be those truly revealed

by God, must each also apply to those tenets respectively,

whatever general principles they hold applicable to revealed

truth in itself. All, however, ought ever to remember, that

the God of Truth is the God also of Justice and of Mercy ;

who requires of no one that which he cannot do,, nor ever

confounds involuntary mistakes with a perverse indifference to



I

Revelation, or with wilful errors; and this Catholic*
ji-

well know, and as readily admit, as any otl.er Christian*.

They, no doubt, most tirmly believe, that the Catholic Church

was established by Christ himself, and that her doctrines are

no other than those which he, and his Apostles after him, really

taught ; true, consequently, in all points : and such, at tin*

day, as they were originally revealed. But, from this belief,

no such uncharitable conclusion follows, as that, unjustly

charged upon them, of consigning to perdition all those who

differ from them
;
nor is this any part of Catholic doctrine : the

general principles, abuve stated, or any general expressions

used by Catholics, as relative to such principles, being always

to be understood, as,they themselves understand them accord-

ingly, with due regard to the discriminating justice and mercy

of God, as has been already explained.

Between the general assertion, therefore, of the criminality

of wilfully shutting one's eyes against the revealed truth, or

the firmest persuasion even that any specific system of doc-

trine is that revealed truth, and an inference of the guilt of

individuals supposed in error, that connexion is wanting,

which, properly speaking, God only, who sees the heart, and

not man, can supply the knowledge, to wit, whether the

error is wilful or not. Guilt resides in the heart, not in the

judgment, unless when a wrong judgment springs from a cul-

pable source, like the blindness of the Jews to the miracles

of Christ; and, as to the point in question, it is the wilful dis-

belief, or disregard, of the truth, already mentioned, and not

the unconscious mistakes of him, who sincerely loves and seeks

it, which Catholics account criminal; it being, on the con-

trary, a principle universally held by them, that invincible

ignorance excuses from sin, in all cases whatever. Indivi-

duals, therefore, they judge not; leaving this to God, to

whom it belongs. Nor do they consider any one as out of

the Church in his sight, whose remaining separated from her

exterior communion, is owing to the involuntary errors only ot



an honest conscience, and not to indifference about the truth,

or other criminal motive.

It only remains to clear np an ambiguity, which sometimes

occurs in the use of the term Heresy ;
the proper definition of

"which, and that accordingly given in the Catholic Catechism, is

an obstinate error in matter of Faith. Now, nothing surely

can be more evident than that obstinacy is not the character of

him who cannot, but of him who will not, see the truth
;

and whenever, therefore, Catholics speak of error, or Heresy,

as sinful, they always mean obstinate, wilful error, according

to the definition in the Catechism. Sometimes, however, the

words Heresy and Heretic are used, by Catholics as by otherSj

with less precision ;
as when any false, or supposed false^ doc-

trine is called Heresy, or those who hold it Heretics
; (Catholics

thus speaking of the Heresy of Protestantism, and Protestants

of the Heresy of Popery ;) and, from this more comprehensive,

but less accurate use of those terms, arises the ambiguity

alluded to. In so far, however, as regards any such extended

application, by Catholics, of those expressions of Heresy

and Heretics, a distinction is to be attended to, perfectly un-

derstood, and established, in Catholic principles, between

Heresy as a sin, and merely as an error. The sin of Heresy is

that defined in the Catechism
;
and above described, as wilful

disbelief, or disregard, of revealed truth : but the mere error

in itself, though sometimes called Heresy, yet, if unaccom-

panied by any criminal- disposition, is never considered, by

Catholics, as sinful.

This Plain Statement of a Doctrine much misunderstood, is

offered to the attention of the candid and liberal minded
;

in

the hope, that it may tend to allay unfounded prejudice, and

to promote Christian charity.

THE END,
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